
Any questions or claims about products will be solved or gotten feedback within
one working day!!

Our Advantages

1. We are a manufacturer of glass and mirror products, and we have our own factory and advanced
production lines.

2. We have more than 10 years experience on mirror glass field.

3. Best pre-sale and after-sale services.

4. The finest quality and long history.

5. We can provide best mirror and glass products.

Production Description

4mm high quality decorative bathroom mirror with good price

Clear and exact images.

The backing paint resists acid and moisture.

Can be supplied in stock size or cut and beveled to suit customer's needs.

    

Material High quality clear float glass; Silver; Italy FENZI paint
Thickness 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm
Glass Color Clear, Euro grey, Euro bronze, Golden bronze
Paint Color Grey, Yellow, Green, etc.
Edgeworks Round edge/ Pencil edge/ C-edge; Flat edge/Beveled edge, etc.

Shape Unframed, CNC cut as per customer's demand, like round, oval, square,
rectangular, etc.

Size 1650 x 2200mm, 1830 x 1220mm, 1830 x 2440mm, 2134 x 3300mm or
customized

Certiicates ISO 9001:2000, INTERKET, TUV, KS



Packing & Delivery

Normal Packing: Poly wood crate, cushion for shock absorption, plastic film for isolation of moisture,
interlayer paper against scratch, metal staps for strenthening.

Custom Packing: Carton/Box as customers' requirements.

Certification

We own independent rights of import and export, and we have acquired ISO 9001 quality certification
system, ISO 4001 environmental management certification system, TUV certification, South Korea KS
certification, SGS certificate, and glass CCC certificate, etc.



FAQ

1. What is your minimum order quantity?

Our MOQ is 1*20GP. Products of different sizes and specifications could be mixed in one container.

2. Can I get samples to check your quality?

Yes, samples can be provided for your reference.

3. Can you offer the production as customized?

Yes, we can produce products according to your requirements.

4. How long is the leading time?

It depends on the order quantity.

5.Can we visit your factory?

Of course, you are warmly welcome to visit our factory at any time you want.

Contact Us

If there's any inquires or questions, please do not hesitate to contact with me.




